August 8-14, 2017 Saratoga Springs, upper Lake, Ca

GENERATE
LIGHT

a light kiss

GENERATE
LIGHT

a light sentence

a light dawned in his eyes

a feather lights on the ground
a heavy date
a heavy time
a heavy heart
hot and heavy
bright light
street light
colored light
starlight
heavy duty
heavy going
heavy handed
he ain't heavy
got a light?
lighten up!
lighter than air
a light in the darkness

You’re here to be light. If I
make you light-bearers,
you don’t think I’m going
to hide you under a bucket, do you? I’m putting
you on a light stand. Now
shine!

GENERATE
LIGHT
O

rganized by Faeries, Billys, and like-minded volunteers, Generate Gatherings create
an intentional safe space for all of our GLBTQI community who want to create, play,
learn, dance, sing, sit, share, celebrate and explore. Perhaps you've been to one or
all of ...
Generate: A Gathering (2012)
Generate: Evolution (2013)
Generate: Offerings (2014)
Generate: A Global Community (2014)
Generate: Tribes (2015)

Generate: Harmony (2016)
Generate: Light will be filled with light, as spontaneous and light-weight as we can make it.
Partake in an intimate snuggle with a friend, hang out at the pool, engage in heart-felt conversation in the Lodge, spend time alone in nature or participate in:
 Heart Circles, a powerful means to speak from your heart, to hear from your community,
to take risks, to receive nurturing love and support.
 Workshops and playshops, facilitated by participants. Learn something new, deepen
connections with others. We invite all participants to describe their workshop / playshop
ideas when registering or just bring them to the gathering.
 Intimate Play in sex-positive spaces.

These are challenging times. In the midst of
darkness, we want to generate hope, courage,
and joy.

GENERATE
LITE
VOLUNTEERISM

We're planning a different approach, one we hope will be easier for everyone. At previous
gatherings, we asked you to volunteer for several relatively-small jobs (like food prep or dishes). At Generate: Light, we'll ask you to volunteer for fewer but bigger jobs (like helping with
an entire meal, from food prep until the dishes are done). You'll have fewer (but longer) volunteer slots to remember. And your friendly gathering organizers will (we hope) have less
'organizing' to do.
FOOD & BEVERAGES
Three delicious meals will be served each day with poultry or seafood and vegetarian offerings. We do our best to buy only locally sourced, organic produce and prepare a wide variety
of options. Please let us know your dietary needs and desires on the registration form.
We will have the usual assortment of caffeine infused beverages (i.e. coffee, black tea, green
tea, etc.). Lemonade, ice water and an assortment of herbal teas (Rooibos, Mint, Ginger,
Chamomile, Bengal Spice, etc.)
SUBSTANCES
Our gathering is intended to be alcohol and recreational drug free. We sincerely want all participants to have the best possible experience and encourage everyone to be present, clear
and substance free.
ABOUT SARATOGA SPRINGS RETREAT CENTER
For more information about Saratoga Springs Retreat Center, please visit
www.saratogasprings.com. Indoor sleeping accommodations include a limited number of dormitories and cabins. Preference is offered to those with special needs.
Abundant tent campsites make outdoor living fun.
There is a large inviting pool for hot days and a soothing spa for cool nights.

At Saratoga, you're surrounded by a variety of outdoor natural experiences. Walk the labyrinth, hike the trails, swim or get wet, and get down and dirty with nature.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
The registration form and payment details for Generate: Light are at
www.generategathering.org. On-site registrations will be accepted from Generators who
bring their own tent, but registration for bed-space and indoor sleeping arrangements close
on July 28, 2017. Early registrations are encouraged to help plan meals and ensure we have
enough food available for all Generators.
WHEN IS IT?
The gathering starts on Tuesday, August 8 after 3pm and concludes Monday August 14 at
1pm. Arrive as early as possible and stay for as much of the gathering as you can. Those who
have been before know that it often takes 2-3 days just to get acclimated to the rhythm of the
gathering. The sooner you're able to arrive and the longer you're able to stay, the better and
deeper your experience of Light in self, tribe and community.
COST
Registration is $60 - $100 per night, sliding scale. If you're able to pay more, you'll be supporting those with financial constraints. If you're unable to pay $60 per night, please thoughtfully
consider the amount you can afford. While no one will be turned away for lack of funds, we
need your help to avoid a deficit (Generate: Harmony had to be subsidized by the owners of
Saratoga Springs).

Huge props to Eugene Salandra for the use of the images in this call!

